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Introduction

Abstract
—
Today’s electronic

desktop is quite separate from the physi-

cal desk of the user. Electronic

documents lack many useful

properties

of paper, and paper lacks useful

electronic

documents.

Instead

desktop more like the physical

of making

properties

merge the two desktops
desk with

of

properties and

into one. This paper describes

a computer-controlled

camera

a

and projector

above it. The camera sees where the user is pointing, rmd it
reads portions of documents that are placed on the desk. The
displays feedback and electronic

desk surface. This DigitalDesk
physical

paper, and it adds physical

documents.

objects onto the

adds electronic

The system allows

features to

features to electronic

the user to interact

with

them with a bare
paper and electronic objects by touching
finger (digit).
Instead of “direct”
manipulation
with a
manipulation

mouse, this is tangible
italDesk

Calculator

application

is a prototype

with a finger. The Digexample

of a simple

that can benefit from the interaction

Many of LN work at a desk, and an important
activities

involve

“paper pushing,”

paper documents.

Although

techniques

enabled by this desktop. The paper begins by discussing the
motivation
behind this work, then describes the Digi talDesk, tangible manipulation,
and the calculator prototype. It then discusses implementation
details and ends with
ideas for the future of tangible manipulation.

techniques in the two

are very diffel-ent, and mastel-ing one does not

help master the other, Given the amount of time we spend at
work, the quality

of this desk interface makes LIP m impor-

tant element in our quality of life. The conventional outlook
for computerized desktops is that personal wol-kstations are
destined to evolve into faster machines with integrated
graphics and full-motion
tionality

audio/video.

is expected to migrate

tions and off the conventional

user interface, interaction
technique,
input device, workstation, desk, desktop.

onto these super-worksta-

paper pusher’s desktop. This

paper presents an alternative.
Advances

in digital

technology

are enabling

to

copy

granted
provided
direct commercial
title

of the

that

copying

has been exploited
tion (HCI)

in the field of human-computer

primarily

through

the study of virtual
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al-e often related, the two
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part of desk
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electronic work on the workstation

the electronic

desk, this work attempts the

opposite: to give the physical desk electronic

projector
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Figure

1.

A DigitalDesk

system

to enter a new world to use these systems. Instead, they continue to interact with familiar objects almost as before, but
the computer adds new functionalist y.
Many existing

systems are examples of computerized

it y. At the University

of Cambridge

Computer

real-

Laboratory

and Rank Xerox EuroPARC,

for example,

use Active

Badges [Want90]

to detect peoples’ movements

throughout

the buildings:

attempts to merge the physical amd electronic desktops mto
one. It does not use the desktop metaphor because it is literally a desk top. With this desk, we can begin to explore
interaction techniques that could sigmficantly
change the
way users interact with and think about computerized

several systems

Pepys [Newm91 a] automatically

The DigitalDesk

creates a diary of daily activities for badge wearers, and
BirdDog [OShe91 ] changes its display depending on who is

The DigitalDesk

in the room. The rooms in these buildings

such, but it has a few extra capabilities.

tionality

without

requiring

have added furlc-

people to use them differently.

Other devices that preserve a familiar
interface
while
enhancing it with electronic
features are musical instruments such as computerized keyboards, guitars and dmms.
Head-up
replacing

displays

[Wein91]

create CR because instead of

what the user sees, they enhance it by superim-

posing a colnputer-generated
image onto the real world.
This approach to HCI has great advantages over the VR
approach. Familiar tools are still usable as before, because
CR interfaces are designed to be upwardly compatible with
our interfaces to ordinary real-world objects. More examples of CR being developed at Xerox PARC are described in
[Weis9 1].
requires the user to abandon the famili-

of the physical desk and enter the virtual world of the

electronic

desktop. Instead of VR, this paper applies CR to

the desk.

It describes

28

is an ordinary

desk and can be used as
A video camera is

mounted above the desk pointing down at the work surface.
This camera’s output is fed through a system that can detect
where the user is pointing,

and it can read portions

of docu-

ments that are placed on the desk. A computer-driven
jector is also mounted above the desk, allowing

plo-

the system

to superimpose electronic objects onto paper dOcULllents and
the user’s work surface [See Figure 1].
This system shares some features of the VIDEODESK,
by
Myron Krueger [Krue83. Krue84], Krueger’s system consists of a light table with a video camera pointing down on
it. Behind the table is a screen with the user’s silhouette and
various graphical objects that the user can interact with. The
Mandala system [Vinc90] also uses a video camera to let a

Today’s workstation
arity

desk-

tops.

a prototype

DigitalDesk

which

UIST’91

person control a musical performance

using his or hel” entire

body instead of just the hands, The DigitalDesk
these systems in that feedback

is projected

desk instead of on a separate screen. Another

differs from
back onto the
difference

Hilton Head, South Carolina

N

that the camera is not only used to detect the posltlon
hands, but also to read portions
lng sections

describe

of documents,

of the

The follow-

the thl-ee key features

of a Dlgl-

ments

and clutter

appearing

on the desk,

The

main

dnhngulshing
charactenshc of hands N that they move, so
finger-following
N cun-ently accomphshed by using image

talDesk: using a camera to allow pomtmg with the fingers,
reading paper documents on the desk, and projecting images

d] fferencmg to perform rnotlon detechon. Although changes
m the unage occur for other reasons than movmg hands, this

onto the desk.

techmque N reasonably accurate.

Using a camera to allow pointing

Reading

with the fingers

The Dl,gltalDesk

amls to make electrornc mteractlons

desktop

nearly

ldentlcal

requires

manipulat

requiring

to physical

on the

interactions.

This

mg objects with unencumbered

an input

techmque

hands,

such as image-based

hand

portions

of documents

A great deal of mformahon

on the desk

comes to LN as printed

matter.

The “paperless office” predicted in the 70’s never happened.
In fact, the market for business paper has continued
faster than the general economy

to grow

[Xero91 ]. Paper N cheap,

tracking. There al-e several problems with this approach to
hand tracking [Stur9 1], but they fall mto two mam catego-

very htgh resolution,

ries: performance

be able to access some of thn paper-based mfonnatlon electromcall y. A natural way to Input a page or less of text mt o a

mance problems
mlproves,

imitations

and occlLMlon,

are being solved

and occlusion

The perfor-

as computer

hardware

of the fin.gel-s (by other objects and

palts of the body) does not seem to be a slgmficant

problem

m the context of desk work. Hands on a desk have a hnuted
range of motion, and desk work 1s mamly two dimeuslonal.
Pomtmg

at things on the Digital Desk n much like pointing

out things to another person. The finger works well when
pomtmg to large obJects, but for higher preclslon, as when
pointing

to a single

charactel,

lt 1s useful

to point

with

The current mlplesomethmg like a pen to avoid ZiIllblgLllty.
mentation only allows a single pointer, but Kmeger’s VIDEODESK

demonstrated

and multi-finger

a wide variety

mterachon

of addltlond

techmques

single

that could also be

portable, umversal, and yOLIcan spread

it out all over your desk. A computerized

desktop ought to

computer N to point at the text wltb a finger. Tim n how we
show text to another person, and lt N much smpler than
using a scanner, no matter how small. One dlfflcult y 1s that
the finger sometimes obscures some of the characters. Other
dlfficultles,

SUChas poor Ilghtmg,

are discussed below m the

section on implementation

issues. A greater problem,

ever, M the low resolution

of standald wdeo cameras. One

how-

approach to tlus problem, taken by a related project at ELlrOPARC [Newm91 b], 1s to smmlate a high resolution camera
by manually
resolution

pre-scannmg
camera

documents

then using the low

lma.ge to look Llp the corresponding

scamled document.

This work instead uses multlple

canl-

eras, some of which are zoomed m very close to the desk.

used.

The system generally
A problem

when observing

camera IS that lt is difficult

the hands through an ovel-head
to determme exactl y the moment

when the user presses somethmg.

A pause m movement

often occurs without a press being intended. This problem is
solved relatlvel y easd y, however, by listening.
A small
snare-drum microphone is attached underneath the desk and
its digitized signal M fed mto the system. From this data, the
system detects a tap, A more difficult
problem M how to
detect dragging. More sophisticated SOLUld processing COUld
be used or a second camera, but the easiest solution

seems

track the finger,

looks through

but lt switches

character recogrntlon.

a wide angle wew to

to a close-up

view to do

In the long run, lngh defrmhon

televi-

sion and advances in cheap, integrated dlgltal cameras wdl
make this approach more practical than It N today.
Projecting

images on the desktop

P1-oJectlon prowdes slmllar capablhties

to using a large flat

display screen, but It has the advantage that computer-generated images can be superimposed on paper dOCUments, A

to be placing a touch pad m the sul-face of the desk. From a
CR point of wew, a dlgihzmg
tablet n not as effective m

problem

merging

the electronic

closely. In pl-actice, however, tins has not yet proved to be a

requires

holding

and physical

a special-purpose

desktops
pointing

because lt
dewce.

The

with overhead pro]echon

one cannot
problem.

lean over to look

Another

N shadows; for example,
at a projected

Issue with projechon

the room. The projector

quite well with the room’s nol”nlal fluorescent

italDesk does more than this.

bright desk lamp makes the display unreadable.

Because the DigltalDesk

needs to read documents

m addi-

tion to tracking the hand, it cannot rely on having a bright
white background, as VIDEODESK
and the Mandala system do. It must be able to dlstmgulsb the hand from docu-

November
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be true

of

direct

sunlight,

too

1s the brightness of

used in these experiments

basic finger-following
system can be used as an altematwe
pointing device for a conventional workstation, but the Dlg-

would

lrnage

so thm

hmlts

works

hghts, bUt a
The same
the

desk’s

usability m some settings. One last problem with projection
1s that not all surfaces make good screens, The projection
area should be white m order to see the projected

UIST’91
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most clearly.

An ideal system would have projection

both

from above and from below.

Tangible

manipulation

A goal of the DigitalDesk

is to apply computerized

to the desk. This means that interactions

reality

on the DigitalDesk

should be upwardly compatible with interactions on an ordinary desk, i.e. the old way should still work. The old way to
interact
them.

with objects on the desk is to reach out and touch
On a DigitalDesk,

objects can be manipulated

both physical
by touching

ent from mouse-based “direct”

and electronic

them. This is differ-

manipulation

Figure

2,

The DigitalDesk

calculator

(which is actu-

manipulation.
These
ally not direct at all). This is tangible
interfaces are designed to work in the same way for both
electronic and physical objects, The goal here is that when
the user learns to do something with an electronic dOCument, he or she can do the same thing to a paper document,
and vice versa. Although
this goal may never be fully
achieved, it is the driving spirit of this research.

An example where this woLlld be useful is when a price list
for a variety of items is on the desk and cost calculations
need to be made from these pi-ices. Almost all the relevant
numbers are already on the paper and can easily be input
using this system. Tangible manipulation
is used to physically drag the price list on the desk, and to electronically
select the numbel-s. Much fewer keystrokes
perform

The DigitalDesk
The DigitalDesk

Calculator

ple that illustrates
tangible

Calculator
is a prototype

how an application

manipulation.

Informal

of a simple exambenefit

and video-recorded

from
obser-

The current implementation
face, and the llulnber

only recognizes

must be somewhat

text. The system is therefore

to

calcula-

enough for real users, but it demonstrates

often enter numbers

concept.

on a piece of

a single type-

isolated

a prototype,

vations [Harp91 ] indicate that people using desk calculators
that are already printed

are required

than with a conventional

tor.

.—
might

the calculations

from the

not yet robust
the utility

of the

paper lying on the desk. Users have to manually copy the
numbers into the calculator in order to perform arithmetic
on them. Transcribing these numbers can constitute a large
proportion of the keystrokes when using a calculator-, and a
large proportion

of the errors.

The DigitalDesk

Calculator

Implementation
Processing

is projected

onto the desktop,

and the user can use it much like a regular electronic calculator, The projected cursor follows the user’s fingel- as it

Issues

images in real time

Response time is considered
of user satisfaction
[Baec87],

—-

with

one of the chief determinants

interactive

This is especially

moves around on the desktop. To enter a number, the user

systems, VR systems, and it will

taps on the desired projected

talDesk. Sophisticated

calculator

buttons. The advantage of this

over an ordinary calculator, however, is that it has

an additional
way to enter numbers. If the number to be
entered is already printed on a piece of paper lying on the
desk, the user can simply point at it with a finger or other
pointer. In front of the user’s finger is projected a rectangle
that indicates what is being pointed to. When the user taps,
the system l-cads the number with the camera, recognizes it,
and treats it as though the digits had been typed into the calculator by hand. Feedback is provided by displaying
the
indicated numbers in the projected calculator.

also be true for a Digi -

pattern matching

algorithms

can be

The current implementation

uses simple image processing

hardware. It initially subsamples the image of the desk sul-face and processes it at very low resolution
to get an
approximate location for the finger. Only then does the systern scale to Its full resolution

UIST’91

systems

manipulation

used when there are no time limits, bnt this system should
ideally be able to process every video frame, which means
processing 25 or 30 frames per second. This requires either
very fast special-purpose hardware, or techniques for minimizing the amount of processing required.

tion,
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computer

true fol- direct

so only

small

portions

in order to get a precise locaof the image

need to be

Hilton Head, South Carolina

processed. If the user moves too quickly,

the system loses

track of where the finger is, so it immediately

out to find it. The result is that large, quick movements
followed

less precisely

ing applications

Farm fine movements,

.

zooms back
are

image subsampling and differencing
set up with lookup tables and registers

but for pointc“e~ym
f-l

this seems acceptable.

.&%VME

bus

11111

Motion

detection

uses an image loop-back

feature

of the

image processing board that allows the most significant

Sun 4/110

bits

of two images to be sent through a lookup table. This table
is set LIp to subtract the two images, allowing very fast difsignal

ferencing of sequential frames. Current finger-tracking
performance
using a Sun 4/110 and an Itex100
image
processing board is between 6 and 7 frames per second.
/
/
buttowess

\

Obtaining a high contrast image
Simple tlwesholding

fingeriocations

is not adequate for obtaining

an image

suitable for character or finger recognition. In normal office
lighting,
the range of brightness on different parts of the
desk varies

greatly,

so a simple

threshold

creates large

patches of black and white. Another problem can be automatic gray balancing
on the camera. This can cause a

System

I
tap!

SPARCstation

t
i
X Windows client

moveptr
L(

buttonpre$s
X Windows
II

server

e

architecture

Figure
implementation

3.

*

numbers

&,

Cast79].

One of the goals in this DigitalDesk

(TCP/IP)

I

change in brightness in one part of the image to affect the
values in all other parts. These problems were solved, however, by using a histogram-based
adaptive thresholding
method wal174,

/
numbers

System architecture

=

was to

be able to run standard X Window applications
using the
finger as a pointing device. The system is implemented so

Medium-independent

tools

that finger location and tapping information are sent through
X in such a way that from the point of view of applications,

Fingers are not the only things that can be used in both the

these events are indistinguishable

electronic

The system
SPARCstation.

from those of the mouse.

runs on two machines:

a Sun 4/110

and a

This is because the image processing

plugs into a VME

bus, while

plugs into an Sbus. Figure
right corner).

when they are used on this desk if the tools are recognized

display

how the software

to erase electronic documents in addition to physical documents. A stapler could be used to attach electronic docu-

LCD

modules interface to each other and the hardware (note key
in the bottom

Conven-

COlllpLlterlZed

by the system. An ordinary eraser, for example, can be made

the projected

3 illustrates

board

and physical medium on a DigitalDesk.

tional desk tools can also benefit from being

The system is implemented

in

ments together, and a staple remover would detach them.

C++ and C under SunOS and TCP/IP.
Moving

Future

Tangible

Manipulation

between the paper and electronic

Both electronic and paper documents can be dl-agged on the
surface of a DigitalDesk

The currently
tion

describes

some

examples

tangible manipulation

November

integrate the two sides of the desk it would be useful to have

for tangible rnanipulat ion. This secthe

a “door” between them. This can be implemented with two
slots on the side of the desktop. If the user drags an electronic document to one of the slots (a printer), then it comes

that

out as a paper document. If the user drags a paper document

DigitalDesk

additional

could be Lwd, Although
following

with the hands. In order to furtl~er

has only begun to

implemented

explore the possibilities

worlds

ways

in which

not yet currently

illustrate

a DigitalDesk

implemented,

the style of interaction

to the other slot (a scanner), then it enters the desk as an

might enable in the future.

11-13, 1991
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electronic
with

document.

a single

It may be possible to implement

slot: why have a separate in-door

door? In Figure 4, the solid arrows indicate

this

and out-

movements

of

preclude

them. Tangible

manipulation

on a digital

desk

brings the desktop back to the desk top, and it offers advantages over conventional

workstations

that, in some settings,

could render them obsolete,

documents by hand.
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